Evaluating bias due to population stratification in epidemiologic studies of gene-gene or gene-environment interactions.
Confounding by ethnicity (i.e. population stratification) can result in bias and incorrect inferences in genotype-disease association studies, but the effect of population stratification in gene-gene or gene-environment interaction studies has not been addressed. We used logistic regression models to fit multiplicative interactions between two dichotomous variables that represented genetic and/or environmental factors for a binary disease outcome in a hypothetical cohort of multiple ethnicities. Biases in main effects and interactions due to population stratification were evaluated by comparing regression coefficients in mis-specified models that ignored ethnicities with their counterparts in models that accounted for ethnicities. We showed that biases in main effects and interactions were constrained by the differences in disease risks across the ethnicities. Therefore, large biases due to population stratification are not possible when baseline disease risk differences among ethnicities are small or moderate. Numerical examples of biases in genotype-genotype and/or genotype-environment interactions suggested that biases due to population stratification for main effects were generally small but could become large for studies of interactions, particularly when strong linkage disequilibrium between genes or large correlations between genetic and environmental factors existed. However, when linkage disequilibrium among genes or correlations among genes and environments were small, biases to main effects or interaction odds ratios were small to nonexistent.